**BOOK REVIEW**


The book *Les Minéraux: Sciences et collections* written in French by Jean-Claude Boulliard, teacher-researcher and head of the collection of minerals at the Institute of Mineralogy, Material Physics and Cosmochemistry at the University Pierre-et-Marie-Curie-Sorbonne, Paris, has as its purpose to fill the gap between the scientific world and that of collectors of minerals, either enthusiastic lay persons, connoisseurs, or professionals. In the introduction, the author provides an overview of the book with criticism and explanations about the choices used for the description of the main minerals species as well as for their classification and choice of geographic locations. Each mineral description is illustrated by high-quality and beautiful photos, and the minerals are almost exclusively from the Museum of the University Pierre-et-Marie-Curie-Sorbonne collection and curated by Alain Jeanne-Michaud.

The book includes two parts, which are very different in terms of contents and packaging.

The volume begins with a section entitled *Mineralogical milestone: twenty questions and their answers* with the purpose to allow different types of collector to master the culture of mineralogical collections with state-of-the-art mineral knowledge. Each chapter within the section contains answers to questions commonly asked by those from different groups, including the layman, novice, connoisseur, and collector. These include questions like: What is a mineral? How do minerals form? How are minerals classified? What is a crystal? How do we analyze a crystal? Are some minerals dangerous? What about the authenticity of minerals? What is a mineral collection? History of collections? Value of a collection?

The answers to these questions are covered in 156 pages in four chapters of different lengths and, as to be expected, there is some repetition from one chapter to another. Generally, additional references are proposed for getting more detailed information. The chapters dedicated to metallogenesis, crystallography, and classification of minerals are more advanced and may be unsuitable for novices. The photographs are of excellent quality, but sometimes there is no scale and some drawings would merit more explanation. The chapter dedicated to collectors is very interesting in terms of history, motivation for building a collection, choice of the minerals, values, and appreciation of the minerals. This chapter is a novel reference in the French mineralogical literature because it includes the cultural heritage and values of the objects connected to the mineralogical collections.

The second section of the book, simply entitled *Les Minéraux*, describes around 280 important mineral species and is devoted to collections. The minerals are organized following the IMA classification. The description starts with native elements, then halides followed by oxides-hydroxides, sulfides, sulfates, chromates-molybdates-tungstates, borates, carbonates, phosphates-vanadates-arsenates, silica and silicates, and finally organics.

For each class, different features of specific interest for collection minerals are described, and for this reason the book is a pioneering work for collectors from France and French-speaking countries. Included are the origin and type of deposit (geology, location, and history of discoveries), desirability and assessment in terms of market and quotation, rarity and esthetic, and technical considerations like determination, conservation, treatments, and forgery. The photographic illustrations of high-quality specimens are all from the Museum of the University Pierre-et-Marie-Curie-Sorbonne.

Some questions arise about the style of French writing because the author has respected the IMA rules, which are very different from what is taught at French universities, especially for accents on the mineral names that may be somewhat unsettling for students and researchers. There are some typographic mistakes, and the small typesetting makes the reading of some technical passages unnecessarily difficult.

In summary, this is a good and well-illustrated encyclopedic book, i.e., referring to the second part of the volume, that represents a starting point for mineral classification and description intended for collectors including enthusiastic lay persons exchanging minerals, connoisseurs, and professionals. In that sense it is a pioneering work written in French for collectors and traders. It is also a textbook for upper class undergraduate and graduate student courses. Additionally, the two parts of the monograph would be useful for French research scientists with a confirmed knowledge in crystallography, mineralogy, and metallogeny.
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